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D.F. Dent and Company
400 East Pratt Street Baltimore, MD 21202
410-837-2544
www.dfdent.com
March 31, 2022
This Brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of D.F.
Dent and Company, Inc. (“Adviser”). If you have any questions about the contents of this
Brochure, please contact us at 410-837-2544. The information in this Brochure has not
been approved or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or by
any state securities authority.
D.F. Dent and Company is a registered investment adviser. Registration of an Investment
Adviser does not imply any level of skill or training. The oral and written communications
of an Investment Adviser provide you with information about which you determine to hire
or retain an Investment Adviser.
Additional information about Adviser also is available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. You can search this site using a unique identifying number
known as a CRD number. The CRD number for D.F. Dent and Company is 105179.
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Item 2 – Material Changes
D.F. Dent and Company, Inc. (“Adviser”) updates this Form ADV Brochure on an annual
basis, and when there are certain material changes. This Item 2 of the Brochure identifies
and discusses only specific material changes made to the Brochure since the last annual
updating amendment, which was dated March 31, 2021.
The following material changes are included in this Brochure:






Adviser updated Item 5 to identify potential conflicts of interest in connection with
recommendations that Adviser may make concerning the purchase, sale, or holding
of investments for clients’ accounts. The potential conflicts of interest exist because
different asset classes or investments in clients’ accounts may have different billable
statuses or fees associated with them, and Adviser has discretion to allocate clients’
assets among different asset classes, thus changing the billable status or fees
associated with those assets.
Adviser updated Item 10 to disclose that Adviser does have supervised persons
registered as registered representatives of a broker/dealer, however these
supervised persons do not accept compensation for the sale of investment products.
As a result, Adviser believes this minimizes or eliminates potential conflicts of
interest.
Adviser also updated Item 10 to disclose that, with respect to material
arrangements, as discussed in other sections, Adviser serves as investment adviser
to the DF Dent Growth Funds, (the “Funds”) each a series of Forum Funds, a
Delaware statutory trust registered as an investment company under the
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. The Forum Funds Board of Trustees
oversees the management of the Funds and meets periodically to review each
Fund’s performance, monitor investment activities and practices, and discuss other
matters affecting the Funds. When clients invest in shares of the Funds, they are
subject to the Funds’ fees and expenses, however Adviser does not charge an
account level advisory fee for client investments in the Funds. Adviser has a
potential conflict of interest in that the fees it earns from managing the Funds may
be different than the fees earned by Adviser from managing a similar separately
managed account.

Adviser’s Brochure may be requested by contacting Compliance. At (410) 837-2544 or
compliance@dfdent.com. Adviser’s Brochure is also available on Adviser’s web site
www.dfdent.com. All options are free of charge.
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Item 4 – Advisory Business
Adviser was founded as an independent investment management firm by Daniel F. Dent in
1976. Adviser is wholly employee-owned and is unaffiliated with any other financial
organization. Daniel Dent is the only principal owner who owns over 25% of the firm.
Adviser provides investment management services to clients. In connection with that role,
Adviser provides the following types of advisory services:












The definition of investment objectives and risk tolerance levels within the
framework of the clients’ needs and constraints;
Establishment of investment programs to accomplish client’s objectives;
Portfolio construction using securities researched by Adviser personnel;
Portfolio management by adhering to a disciplined strategy of managing specific
equity and fixed-income positions and general exposure to equities and fixedincome during economic and market cycles;
Review and evaluation of investment performance in light of clients' specifically
defined objectives;
From time to time, the writing and/or distribution of commentaries of a general
interest to clients, consultants, and prospective clients. No additional fee will be
charged to clients for this service. Adviser will bear all costs of publication of these
commentaries;
Management of Adviser’s equity strategies: All Cap Growth, Midcap Growth, Small
Cap Growth, Concentrated Growth and Dividend Growth;
Management of the DF Dent Premier Growth Fund (symbol DFDPX), an open-end,
multi-cap growth mutual fund, the DF Dent Midcap Growth Fund (symbols DFDMX,
DFMGX, DFMLX), an open-end midcap growth mutual fund, and the DF Dent Small
Cap Growth Fund (symbols DFDSX and DFSGX), an open-end small cap growth
mutual fund;
Adviser serves as a sub-adviser to other managers, mutual funds other than the DF
Dent Growth Funds, and outside Collective Investment Trusts (CITs).

Adviser tailors its advisory services to the individual needs of clients. As noted above,
Adviser and clients establish investment programs to accomplish clients’ investment
objectives considering the clients’ needs, constraints, and risk tolerance levels. Adviser
also maintains ongoing awareness and does periodic reviews of clients’ investments and
portfolios. Clients may impose restrictions on investing in certain securities or types of
securities, and these restrictions are often, depending on type, able to be entered as trading
restrictions on Adviser’s order management system.
Adviser receives discretionary authority from all clients at the outset of an advisory
relationship to select the identity and amount of securities to be bought or sold, taking into
account any tax or other restrictions dictated by the client. As of December 31, 2021,
Adviser managed approximately $9,379 billion in assets using the SEC’s definition of
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regulatory assets under management and not including assets attributable to its Unified
Managed Account programs.
Adviser does not now and has no plans in the future to sponsor any wrap-fee program.
However, Adviser does act as an adviser or sub‐adviser in several wrap-fee programs and
receives a portion of the wrap fee paid by the client to the wrap-fee sponsor.
As of December 31, 2021, Adviser currently acts as a sub-adviser in 19 model delivery
programs called Unified Managed Account (UMA) programs that we consider to be wrapfee programs by strict definition.
The UMA programs we manage are for our All Cap Growth, Midcap Growth and Small
Cap Growth products. There are a few slight differences in how UMA accounts are
managed compared to other managed accounts.
 The Adviser does not trade any accounts in the Unified Managed Account (UMA)
program.
 The Adviser submits model changes to the UMA sponsor for execution. The UMA
sponsor does all the trading in client accounts in this program.
 The UMA program is recognized as a single account on Adviser’s accounting
system.
 There is no contact between Adviser and the UMA program end client. Adviser
interacts solely with the UMA sponsor.
Item 5 – Fees and Compensation
Adviser is compensated solely as a percentage of assets under management and receives
compensation solely from Adviser’s clients, never from third parties.
Adviser’s standard Fee Schedule is as follows:




1% on the first $10,000,000
0.75 of 1% on $10,000,001 - $20,000,000
0.50 of 1% on amount above $20,000,001

Under certain circumstances, Adviser offers discounts to its standard fee schedule. For
example, Adviser’s fee may be discounted for fixed-income accounts or balanced accounts.
Fees for sub-advisory or UMA relationships are negotiated on a case-by-case basis but
would always be lower than the standard fee schedule. The fee schedule is established in a
client’s written Investment Advisory Agreement with Adviser.
Adviser bills its fees on a quarterly basis. It is Adviser’s customary practice that investment
management fees are billed and are payable in advance (i.e., at the beginning of each
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quarterly billing period). However, in the case of several relationships with financial
institutions or their internal or external consultants which have a practice of paying their
sub-advisors in arrears, Adviser has agreed to allow monthly or quarterly payment in
arrears. Adviser does not adjust invoices for contributions and withdrawals after the
billing date, except for new accounts that are interim billed and terminated accounts in
situations where Adviser will issue refunds in accordance with the Investment Advisory
Agreement. Adviser collects a management fee on Advisers’ mutual funds, the DF Dent
Premier Growth Fund, the DF Dent Midcap Growth Fund, and the DF Dent Small Cap
Growth Fund (collectively, the “Funds”). In the case of the Funds, the management fees are
calculated on daily assets within the Funds, and the management fees are known only in
arrears due to the flow of shareholder funds into and out of the Funds.
Adviser’s fees are exclusive of brokerage commissions, transaction fees, and other related
costs and expenses that may be incurred by the client. Clients may incur certain charges
imposed by custodians, brokers, and other third parties such as custodial fees, deferred
sales charges, odd-lot differentials, transfer taxes, wire transfer and electronic fund fees,
and other fees and taxes on brokerage accounts and securities transactions. Mutual funds
and ETFs also charge internal management fees, which are disclosed in the fund’s
prospectus. Such charges, fees and commissions are exclusive of and in addition to
Adviser’s fee, and Adviser does not receive any portion of these charges, fees, and
commissions.
Adviser has a potential conflict of interest in connection with recommendations that
Adviser may make concerning the purchase, sale, or holding of investments for clients’
accounts because different asset classes or investments in clients’ accounts may have
different billable statuses or fees associated with them. The portion of clients’ assets that
are invested in domestic equities or held in cash are subject to the fee schedule established
in the Investment Advisory Agreement. The portion of clients’ assets that may be invested
in fixed income are subject to a flat fee. The portion of clients’ assets that may be invested
in non-D.F. Dent mutual funds or exchange-traded funds (ETFs) are not subject to an
Adviser management fee, however the assets are subject to fees inherent in the mutual
fund or ETF itself. Finally, the portion of clients’ assets that may be invested in one of the
DF Dent Growth Funds are subject to an expense ratio that may be higher or lower than
Adviser’s fee schedule (i.e., the client may not always be invested in the lowest fee vehicle
when comparing separately managed DF Dent accounts with the DF Dent Growth Funds).
In addition, the DF Dent Midcap Growth Fund and the DF Dent Small Cap Growth Fund
have multiple share classes that are subject to different expense ratios. The share class in
which a client invests depends on how the client chooses to open and invest the client’s
account with Adviser (e.g., the custodian the client chooses may not support the purchase
of the lower fee share class or the client’s investment amount may not meet the minimum
investment amount for the lower fee share class). Adviser does not assess an investment
management fee on the value of a DF Dent Growth Fund held in a separately managed
portfolio (i.e., clients’ assets invested in the DF Dent Growth Funds are not billed twice).
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Since Adviser has discretion to allocate clients’ assets among different asset classes,
Adviser may decide at various times to purchase or sell fixed income, mutual funds, or ETFs
thus changing the billable status of those assets. For example, if Adviser decides to sell
fixed income and invest the proceeds in domestic equity securities, the assets previously
invested in fixed income at the flat fee would then be included in the total market value of
assets subject to Adviser’s standard fee schedule. Or if Adviser decides to sell non-D.F. Dent
mutual funds or ETFs and invest the proceeds in domestic equity securities, the assets
previously invested in non-D.F. Dent mutual funds or ETFs and not subject to Adviser’s
management fee would then be included in the total market value of assets subject to
Adviser’s management fee.
As stated above, Adviser will generally bill its fees on a quarterly basis in advance.
Accounts initiated or terminated during a calendar quarter will be charged a prorated fee.
Upon the effective date of termination of any account (which may, under Adviser’s
Advisory Agreement with clients, occur thirty days after a notice of termination is given),
any prepaid, unearned fees will be promptly refunded, and any earned, unpaid fees will be
due and payable.
Item 12 describes the factors that Adviser considers in selecting or recommending brokerdealers for client transactions and determining the reasonableness of their compensation
(e.g., commissions).
Neither Adviser nor any of its supervised persons accepts compensation for the sale of
securities or other investment products, including asset-based sales charges or service fees
from the sale of mutual funds.
Item 6 – Performance‐Based Fees and Side‐By‐Side Management
Adviser does not charge any performance-based fees (i.e., fees based on a share of capital
gains on or capital appreciation of the assets of a client). As a result, Adviser does not
engage in side-by-side management of accounts that charge performance-based fees with
other accounts, and Adviser faces no conflict of interest related to incentives to favor
performance-based fee accounts over other accounts.
Item 7 – Types of Clients
Adviser provides portfolio management services to individuals, high net worth individuals,
corporate pension and profit-sharing plans, Taft-Hartley plans, wrap-fee programs/UMAs,
charitable institutions, foundations, endowments, municipalities, registered mutual funds,
private investment funds, trust programs, CITs, and other U.S. institutions.
With respect to account minimums, for All Cap individual clients the standard minimum
account size is $5,000,000, while for All Cap institutional clients the standard minimum
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account size is $10,000,000. The minimum portfolio size for Midcap and Small Cap
individual accounts is $1,000,000. The minimum portfolio size for Midcap and Small Cap
institutional clients is $5,000,000. Adviser grants exceptions to these standard minimumaccount-size thresholds at Adviser’s discretion.
Beginning in 2019, Adviser offered to its employees the option to open an employee-owned
separately managed account to be managed by Adviser. The employee-owned separately
managed account must be invested in one of Adviser’s model strategies and the individual
employee does not have discretion over the account. Employee-owned accounts are
governed by our standard fee schedule, and the account minimum is $100,000.
One account that is treated differently than other accounts in some respects is the Family
Foundation of a portfolio manager of Adviser. The family of the portfolio manager first
endowed the Foundation in 2008 and has made further contributions over the years. The
Foundation is considered a client of the firm, so that all trading activity and cash flow of the
Foundation can be tracked with complete transparency. Adviser does not charge a fee to
the Foundation because that would amount to direct or indirect compensation to the
portfolio manager in his capacity as Adviser. The Foundation is custodied at a brokercustodian in a manner similar to our other clients and the Foundation’s trading is
aggregated with other clients that have the same directed broker. The Foundation does
hold some securities not held by other clients that came from stock contributed to the
Foundation in the form of charitable gifts to increase the Foundation’s assets. The
Foundation also holds non-model stocks that the portfolio manager purchased with the
objective to enhance the long-term return of the Foundation.
Adviser also manages an account for a non-profit organization that was originally funded
through a charitable donation to the non-profit organization by a portfolio manager of
Adviser. Adviser does not charge a management fee to the non-profit organization on this
specific account because, in Adviser’s view, such a fee arrangement would constitute a
conflict of interest in that the portfolio manager who made the charitable donation would
receive direct or indirect compensation from the management fee. This client account is
treated the same as other client accounts with respect to custody and trading.
Item 8 – Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
Adviser uses multiple investment strategies to implement investment advice given to
clients. Adviser may invest in equity securities, fixed-income securities, exchange-traded
funds (“ETFs”) and mutual funds, in addition to investing cash reserves in short-term, lowrisk, highly liquid assets such as money market funds, bank deposit funds, commercial
paper, repurchase agreements and direct obligations of the U.S. Government or its agencies
with maturities of less than 12 months. The methods of security analysis employed by
Adviser include fundamental, technical, and cyclical analysis. Adviser uses the following
sources of information, among others, for security analysis: financial newspapers,
newsletters and magazines; inspections of corporate activities; meetings with company
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management; research materials prepared by others; corporate rating services; annual
reports; filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission; and company press releases.
Investing in securities involves risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear,
including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Portfolios will also be subject
to general market risk and market events risk. General market risk is the risk that an
investor could lose money on its investment or that the investment could underperform
other investments. Market events risk may adversely affect clients’ investments due to
market turbulence.
With respect to equity securities, Adviser invests primarily in equity securities such as
common stock, preferred stock and convertible stock of domestic companies that possess
superior long-term growth characteristics and have strong, sustainable earnings prospects
and reasonably valued stock prices. Adviser may also invest in foreign exchange-listed
stocks. Adviser may also invest in companies that do not have particularly strong earnings
histories but do have other attributes that may contribute to accelerated growth in the
foreseeable future. Adviser invests in small, medium, and large-size companies.
The principal risks concerning investment in securities of large-size companies is their
tendency to go in and out of favor based on market and economic conditions, which may
cause them to underperform other market segments. Medium-size and small-size company
securities may be less liquid and tend to exhibit price fluctuations that are more significant
than the price fluctuations of larger, more established companies.
The principal risks concerning growth companies are that growth securities may be more
sensitive to company earnings and more volatile than the market in general primarily
because their stock prices are based heavily on future expectations. If Adviser’s assessment
of the prospects for a company’s growth is wrong, or if Adviser’s judgment of how other
investors will value the company’s growth is wrong, then the price of the company’s stock
may fall or not approach the value Adviser placed on it.
The principal risks related to an actively managed portfolio are that if Adviser’s judgments
about the attractiveness and potential appreciation of a particular asset class or individual
security may be incorrect and there is no guarantee that individual securities will perform
as anticipated.
To the extent Adviser invests a significant portion of client assets in a certain sector, client’s
performance could be negatively impacted by events affecting the sector.
With respect to fixed-income securities, Adviser’s investments may include direct
obligations of the U.S. Government or its agencies, state and local obligations, foreign notes,
pooled funds, agency mortgage-backed securities, corporate debt obligations (e.g., finance,
industrial, or utility), collateralized mortgage obligations, asset-backed securities, highyield bonds, and non-U.S. dollar denominated bonds.
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The general risks associated with fixed-income securities relate to changes in interest rates.
There is normally an inverse relationship between the market value of securities sensitive
to prevailing interest rates and actual changes in interest rates. The longer the remaining
maturity (and duration) of a security, the more sensitive the security is to changes in
interest rates. All debt securities, including U.S. Government Securities, can change in value
when there is a change in interest rates. Adviser’s investment in debt securities is also
subject to the credit risk relating to the financial condition of the issuer of the debt security.
Mortgage-backed securities, asset-backed securities and junk bonds exhibit more specific
risks. The value of mortgage-backed securities may be significantly affected by changes in
interest rates, the markets’ perception of issuers, the structure of the securities and the
creditworthiness of the parties involved. Similar to mortgage-backed securities, the
collateral underlying asset-backed securities are subject to prepayment, which may reduce
the overall return to holders of asset-backed securities. More specifically, asset-backed
securities do not always have the benefit of a security interest in collateral comparable to
the security interests associated with mortgage-backed securities. Finally, junk bonds,
securities rated below investment grade are subject to greater risk of loss of principal and
interest than higher rated securities and are considered to be predominantly speculative
with respect to the issuer’s capacity to pay interest and repay principal. In the case of all
fixed-income securities, the issuer’s capacity to pay interest and repay principal may
decline during sustained periods of deteriorating economic conditions or rising interest
rates.
Adviser may engage in covered-call option writing. There are certain investment risks
associated with options transactions. These risks include (1) dependence on Adviser’s
ability to predict movements in the prices of individual securities and fluctuations in the
general securities of markets; (2) imperfect correlation between the movements in the
prices of options and movements in the price of the securities (or indices) hedged or used
for cover which may cause a given hedge not to achieve its objective; (3) the fact that the
skills and techniques needed to trade these instruments are different from those needed to
select the securities in which Adviser invests; and (4) lack of assurance that a liquid
secondary market will exist for any particular instrument at any particular time, which,
among other things, may hinder Adviser’s ability to limit exposures by closing its positions.
Client accounts are subject to the risk that war, terrorism, related geopolitical events, and
health epidemics or pandemics may lead to increased short-term market volatility and
have adverse long-term effects on the U.S. and world economies and markets generally, as
well as adverse effects on issuers of securities and the value of clients’ investments. War,
terrorism, related geopolitical events, and health epidemics or pandemics have led, and in
the future may lead, to increased short-term market volatility and may have adverse longterm effects on U.S. and non-U.S. economies and markets generally. Those events as well as
other changes in U.S. and non-U.S. economic and political conditions could also adversely
affect individual issuers or related groups of issuers, securities markets, interest rates,
credit ratings, inflation, investor sentiment, and other factors affecting the value of clients’
investments.
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Clients also face cybersecurity risk. The computer systems, networks and devices used by
Adviser and service providers to carry out routine business operations employ a variety of
protections designed to prevent damage or interruption from viruses, network failures,
computer and telecommunication failures, infiltration by unauthorized persons and
security breaches. Despite these various protections, systems, networks, or devices
potentially can be breached. A client could be negatively impacted because of a
cybersecurity breach.
Cybersecurity breaches can include unauthorized access to systems, networks, or devices;
infection from computer viruses or other malicious software code; and attacks that shut
down, disable, slow, or otherwise disrupt operations, business processes, or website access
or functionality. Cybersecurity breaches may cause disruptions and impact business
operations, potentially resulting in financial losses to a client; impediments to trading; the
inability by Adviser and other service providers to transact business; violations of
applicable privacy and other laws; regulatory fines, penalties, reputational damage,
reimbursement or other compensation costs, or additional compliance costs; as well as the
inadvertent release of confidential information.
Similar adverse consequences could result from cybersecurity breaches affecting issuers of
securities in which a client invests; governmental and other regulatory authorities;
exchange and other financial market operators, banks, brokers, dealers, and other financial
institutions; and other parties. In addition, substantial costs may be incurred by these
entities in order to prevent any cybersecurity breaches in the future.
Item 9 – Disciplinary Information
Registered investment advisers are required to disclose all material facts regarding any
legal or disciplinary events that would be material to your evaluation of Adviser or the
integrity of Adviser’s management. Adviser has no information applicable to this Item.
Adviser has never been subject to a disciplinary event and has never been a party to a legal
proceeding (other than as a participant in security class-action settlements based on
Adviser’s purchase of securities).
Item 10 – Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
Adviser does have supervised persons registered as registered representatives of a
broker/dealer, however these supervised persons do not accept compensation for the sale
of investment products. As a result, Adviser believes this minimizes or eliminates potential
conflicts of interest.
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Adviser has no supervised or management persons registered, or pending registration, as a
futures commission merchant, commodity pool operator, a commodity trading advisor, or
an associated person of the foregoing entities.
With respect to material arrangements, as discussed in other sections, Adviser serves as
investment adviser to the DF Dent Growth Funds, (the “Funds”) each a series of Forum
Funds, a Delaware statutory trust registered as an investment company under the
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. The Forum Funds Board of Trustees
oversees the management of the Funds and meets periodically to review each Fund’s
performance, monitor investment activities and practices, and discuss other matters
affecting the Funds. When clients invest in shares of the Funds, they are subject to the
Funds’ fees and expenses, however Adviser does not charge an account level advisory fee
for client investments in the Funds. Adviser has a conflict of interest to the extent that the
fees it earns from managing the Funds may be different than the fees earned by Adviser
from managing a similar separately managed account.
Adviser does not have any other business relationships with other investment advisers that
create a material conflict of interest.
Item 11 – Code of Ethics
Adviser has adopted a Code of Ethics (“Code”) and associated procedures, including a Code
of Conduct for Personal Securities Transactions (“Code of Conduct”), for all supervised
persons of the firm describing its fiduciary principles, loyalty to clients, and client-oriented
investment approach. The Code includes provisions on such subjects as conflicts of
interest, insider trading, gifts and entertainment, confidentiality, service on a board of
directors, marketing and promotional activities, other outside activities, and personal
trading. Adviser’s clients or prospective clients may request a copy of the firm's Code of
Ethics by contacting Compliance at 410-837-2544 orcompliance@dfdent.com.
Important elements of Adviser’s Code of Conduct include (i) a designation of the categories
of advisory persons covered by the Code of Conduct, such as portfolio managers making
investment decisions, those employees with access to investment information, and their
relatives whose investments they are managing (collectively “Access Persons”); (ii) the
identification of the kinds of securities to be covered and excluded from the Code of
Conduct; (iii) pre-authorization procedures for the prior approval of personal securities
transactions by Access Persons; (iv) a review and monitoring procedure for personal
trading activity as well as a description of any restricted or blackout periods for
transactions for Access Persons; and (v) a reporting procedure for transactions and
arrangements for confirmations and statements to be forwarded to Adviser. Failure to
comply with the Code may result in disciplinary action, including termination of
employment.
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The Code of Conduct is designed to assure that the personal securities transactions,
activities and interests of the Access Persons of Adviser will not interfere with (i) making
decisions in the best interest of advisory clients; (ii) the requirement that all personal
securities transactions be conducted consistent with Adviser’s Code and in such a manner
as to avoid any actual or potential conflict of interest or any abuse of an individual’s
responsibility and position of trust; and (iii) the fundamental standard that Adviser
personnel not take inappropriate advantage of their positions. Subject to satisfying the
Code of Conduct, Adviser and its Access Persons may trade for their own accounts in
securities which have been recommended to and/or purchased for Adviser’s clients at
some time in the past. However, the Code of Conduct now precludes personal transactions
in securities that are currently in any verified composites of Adviser.
Under certain circumstances Adviser will recommend to clients that they purchase
securities in which Adviser or its Access Persons have a material financial interest. This
occurs in two primary areas: (i) Adviser may recommend to clients that they purchase
public equity securities previously purchased by Adviser or its Access Persons in
accordance with the personal securities pre-approval process described above (or in
accordance with previous practices that were in place before the current Code of Ethics
was first adopted in 2005); and (ii) in cases where clients’ assets are below Adviser’s
minimum-account-size thresholds, Adviser may recommend the DF Dent Premier Growth
Fund to clients. The DF Dent Premier Growth Fund was started in 2001 (twenty-five years
after the Adviser began in business) primarily to serve as a vehicle for investors below
Adviser’s account minimums to get access to a portfolio managed by Adviser. In similar
circumstances where clients’ assets are below Adviser’s minimum-account-size thresholds,
Adviser may also recommend the DF Dent Midcap Growth Fund, started in 2011 or the DF
Dent Small Cap Growth Fund, started in 2013 (together with the DF Dent Premier Growth
Fund, “Funds”). Adviser is paid a management fee on assets in all Funds. For clients who
invest in the Funds, Adviser does not assess a management fee on those client assets on top
of the management fee assessed by the Funds.
The Code of Ethics requires that employees disclose any personal interest that may present
a conflict of interest. In 2015, Adviser began the use of a back-up childcare benefits service
available to its employees through a company called The Nanny Network. The President
and Owner of The Nanny Network is Dulany Dent, who is the spouse of Adviser’s President,
Matthew Dent.
Item 12 – Brokerage Practices
Adviser has financial relationships with other companies in the investment industry.
Adviser receives research services from many brokers and from several non-broker third
parties. These research services include information on the economy, the securities
markets, portfolio strategies, industry sectors or groups, and individual securities. The
services received from brokers also include access to investor conferences and to
management teams of companies of interest, both existing portfolio holdings of Adviser
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and potential holdings. In all cases, the research is shared for the benefit of Adviser’s
clients. Adviser also receives numerous unsolicited publications from brokers with which
the Adviser has never done business and/or has no plan to do business.
In the case of research services received from full-service brokers with which Adviser has a
business relationship, Adviser trades through those brokers for non-directed accounts and
pays them a standard commission rate for those trades of not more than $0.05 per share.
Although full-service brokers do not break down commissions between execution and
research services, a portion of these brokerage commissions may properly be allocated to
research services as opposed to execution. In the case of non-broker third-party research
firms that provide research services that are eligible under the Section 28(e) safe harbor
(e.g., 13D Research, BCA Publications, Bespoke Investment Group, FactSet, Bloomberg
Finance L.P., Ned Davis, Guidepoint Global, Insider Score, Institutional Shareholder
Services, Moody’s Analytics, Mosaic, Ransom Research, Third Bridge), the contractual
payments for these services are made through a soft dollar arrangement with either Robert
W. Baird, Raymond James, or Stifel. From time to time, Adviser may also use soft dollars to
pay for registration fees to attend conferences related to industries in which Adviser is
performing research. These commissions are in no case greater than $0.05 per share, a
portion of which is allocated to execution and a portion of which may be allocated to
research services.
Under certain narrow and specific circumstances, Adviser may trade through a broker at a
reduced commission rate with little or no portion of the brokerage commission allocated to
research services. The narrow and specific circumstances are as follows: On occasion,
Adviser experiences a large (e.g., in excess of $1 million) inflow to or outflow from an
existing account. In such cases, Adviser will attempt to maintain the approximate overall
balance and percentage weightings in existing holdings by buying or selling shares of
securities in rough proportion to their percentage weightings. In order to minimize
brokerage expenses in these cases of accommodating cash inflow or outflow, Adviser may
buy or sell securities subject to Adviser’s policies of seeking best execution.
Adviser does not request or require that clients choose a bank custodian over a brokercustodian or vice versa. Adviser allows clients to choose to direct brokerage through a
broker-custodian (which Adviser refers to as a “directed account”) or to use a bank
custodian that permits trading at any brokerage firm (which Adviser refers to as a “nondirected account”). If a client elects to direct brokerage in its account, then Adviser may
not be able to achieve best execution in placing orders. Adviser also may not be able to
negotiate favorable brokerage commissions such as volume discounts and has no
obligation to negotiate such brokerage commissions. As a result, the client may pay higher
commissions to a directed broker than the client would pay for a non-directed account (i.e.,
if Adviser had discretion over which broker to choose to execute orders). Adviser receives
no financial remuneration in connection with orders placed through any brokerage firm,
directed or non-directed.
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Adviser may also have clients who elect directed brokerage in their accounts because the
client has entered into a commission recapture agreement with the directed broker
whereby some portion of trading commissions are paid directly back to the client in return
for order flow. Adviser does not receive any benefits from commission recapture
agreements. Adviser does not promote or sponsor any commission recapture agreements.
Commission recapture agreements are driven by client direction.
With respect to execution of trades in non-directed accounts, Adviser will seek the best
combination of price and execution for the particular transaction (which may be a single
trade or a series of trades). In placing orders for the execution of portfolio transactions,
among Adviser’s considerations in evaluating execution capability may be the size of the
order, the ability to effect and settle the transaction promptly and efficiently, and, where a
broker or dealer is involved in such transaction, the Adviser’s perception of the broker’s or
dealer’s reliability, integrity and financial condition and the value to clients of an ongoing
relationship of Adviser with such broker or dealer. So long as Adviser uses its best efforts
in seeking the best combination of price and execution in selecting brokers or dealers to
execute transactions, Adviser may also consider the fact that a broker or dealer has
furnished, or has agreed to furnish in the future, statistical, research, or other information
or services to Adviser which enhance Adviser’s investment research and portfolio
management capability.
In general, Adviser has the authority in non-directed accounts to determine, without
obtaining specific client consent, the broker or dealer to be used and the commission rates
paid. Adviser does not consider, in selecting or recommending a broker-dealer, the
prospect of receiving client referrals from a broker-dealer or third-party. Adviser has no
affiliations or other economic relationships with a broker-dealer that would create a
material conflict of interest. See Item14 for discussion of Adviser’s relationship with Stifel.
Where Adviser is retained as an adviser or sub-adviser in a UMA program, Adviser does not
negotiate brokerage commissions or related charges on the client’s behalf for the execution
of transactions in the UMA account. Trading commissions and other transaction costs are
generally included in the wrap fee charged by the sponsor. UMA program model changes
are submitted to the program sponsor either through the sponsor’s designated website or
via email. The program sponsor, not Adviser, executes the trades associated with the UMA
program model changes. Adviser does not have the discretion to select broker-dealers to
execute trades for the UMA programs.
Certain clients of Adviser may choose to negotiate a bundled fee arrangement with their
directed broker/custodian under which the client pays a bundled fee per month or per year
that includes custodial services, brokerage commissions and possible other services.
Adviser is not a party to any such arrangements between client and directed
broker/custodian.
Adviser treats non-directed accounts first in Adviser’s trading priority. Where possible,
these non-directed orders are aggregated at the same broker, thereby facilitating equitable
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treatment of all non-directed client accounts and facilitating timely and efficient execution
of non-directed client trades. Instances in which certain non-directed client orders might
not be aggregated with other non-directed client orders on the same trading day include
the following:




Different client objectives and constraints (e.g., different risk and volatility
tolerance, tax constraints);
Different cash positions and future cash needs; and
Different desires for portfolio concentration.

As disclosed to all clients that have client-directed brokerage, the non-directed accounts
receive a higher trading priority than accounts that have client-directed brokerage. After
trading priority is given to non-directed accounts, the Traders will implement rotational
trading among all directed accounts. The Traders will implement rotational trading by
following the rotational order (by day of the week), which Adviser calls its Directed
Trading Matrix, that the Traders keep at their workstations. A certain day’s rotation will
apply to all trades of all securities in all directed accounts executed on that day of the
week. By varying the trade order daily, this Directed Trading Matrix is meant to ensure
equitable treatment of all directed accounts.
For most UMA Programs, Adviser does not consider itself to have a discretionary
investment advisory relationship with the clients of the Program Sponsor or Overlay
Manager. The Program Sponsor or Overlay Manager typically serves as the discretionary
investment manager and is responsible for monitoring client accounts, executing
transactions, and seeking best execution. In limited instances, Adviser retains
responsibility for Section 13 filings for UMA Program clients. Adviser provides a model to
the Program Sponsor or Overlay Manager, and, in turn, the Program Sponsor or Overlay
Manager agrees to implement the model for client accounts, subject to any client-imposed
restrictions. The Program Sponsor or Overlay Manager is responsible for executing
transactions and monitoring client accounts. Clients of the UMA Program should refer to
their particular documentation for additional information regarding transactions for their
account.
With respect to notifying UMA Programs of a model change, Adviser will include within a
rotation with its non-directed accounts those UMA Programs that promptly acknowledge
receipt of a model change, notify Adviser when trading activity has been completed,
provide Adviser with execution prices, and satisfy other relevant criteria as determined by
Adviser. To ensure fair practice, Adviser uses a rotational schedule (by day of the week) to
submit the model changes to the UMA Program Sponsor for execution.
Adviser will generally proceed to the next trading group or UMA Program following receipt
of information indicating that trading for the previous group or program has been
completed. In some instances, Adviser may initiate trading for more than one UMA
Program at a time if market/liquidity conditions are favorable, and the presence of multiple
orders in the market are not expected to adversely affect executions. This scenario is more
likely to occur in larger cap names.
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Some of Adviser’s UMA Program clients do not provide notification that a recommended
model change has been accepted or report that trading has commenced and/or has been
completed. Adviser will typically submit model changes to these UMA Programs following
trading for other clients. Adviser will consider communication of a model change to these
UMA programs, which occurs using a rotational schedule (by day of the week), to be
complete upon transmission, and Adviser may not wait before communicating model
changes to other, similarly situated UMA programs. Due to Adviser’s lack of visibility into
certain UMA Program trading, Adviser may take prudent measures, including controlling
the timing of model change submissions, to allow time for trading and minimize the
potential for simultaneous trading.
One exception to the above-described trading priority is Adviser’s use of “step-outs” to
increase trading efficiency and the ability to aggregate trades. Adviser has agreements in
place with several directed brokers whereby an order may be assigned to a brokerage firm
other than the directed broker. This order will receive its standard directed broker
commission even though it is executed by another brokerage firm. Stepped-out trades are
given the same trading priority as non-directed account trades. Therefore, there are
occasions in which a directed account subject to a stepped-out trade may receive the same
trading priority as non-directed accounts and a higher trading priority than other directed
accounts.
Once an aggregated order is executed (whether by a non-directed or directed broker),
participating accounts will receive the average price for trades with that broker as their
execution price. Partial fills will be allocated among the eligible accounts using either the
“Random” or the “Pro Rata” allocation function in Adviser’s order management system.
The Random allocation function gives full allocations (in an order randomly chosen by the
order management system) to certain accounts among those designated as eligible for
participation in the trade. The Pro Rata Allocation function gives partial, pro rata
allocations to all accounts designated as eligible for participation in the trade. In order to
avoid any implication of inequitable treatment by clients, all partial fills within given
directed brokers will also be allocated among the eligible accounts using the “Random” or
“Pro Rata” allocation function in the order management system. Adviser’s policy of trade
aggregation is intended to protect the interests of Adviser’s clients.
Adviser portfolio managers may consider many factors in deciding whether particular
securities are appropriate for particular accounts, based on those accounts’ objectives and
constraints. These factors include the following:






Risk and return profile of client;
Legal, regulatory, or client-dictated restrictions on account;
Time horizon of investment and or client;
Availability of cash in the account;
Liquidity of security;
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Already existing ownership of security or similar security;
Tax considerations (e.g., tax free accounts allowing the taking of gains with no
tax consequences as opposed to taxable accounts; capital losses sought to
offset capital gains);
Minimum transaction costs imposed by brokers/custodians; and
Asset allocation guideline on account (e.g., requiring sales when equities go
above a certain percentage of the portfolio)

Adviser makes its best effort to specify tax lots when executing sale orders, but Adviser
cannot guarantee that custodians always follow tax lot instructions.
Adviser does not engage in any principal or agency cross securities transactions for client
accounts. Principal transactions are generally defined as transactions where an adviser,
acting as principal for its own account, buys from or sells any security to any advisory
client. An agency cross transaction is defined as a transaction where a person acts as an
investment adviser in relation to a transaction in which the investment adviser, or any
person controlled by or under common control with the investment adviser, acts as broker
for both the advisory client and for another person on the other side of the transaction. On
occasion, when a portfolio manager wishes to sell a bond on behalf of one of its clients and
another client can use the same issue in its portfolio, bid and offer price levels are obtained
from a broker and the bond is “crossed” at the mean of the bid and offer price. In this case,
the transaction is always executed through a broker with a small commission of price
adjustment to the mean price to compensate the broker for processing the trade. Adviser
uses an independent outside broker to establish the price at which the transaction is
executed. In addition, Adviser does not trade for its own account or for any accounts of its
Access Persons on an aggregated basis with clients of Adviser in the same securities.
Item 13 – Review of Accounts
Each of Adviser’s accounts is reviewed at least once per quarter in light of bond and stock
market developments within the context of each client's particular investment objectives.
Adviser prepares a report comparing each Portfolio Composition to the corresponding
Target Allocation for that portfolio as set forth in the Investment Program in order to
monitor for deviations from the intended portfolio target allocations. Any material,
account-specific development or consideration that is expected to have a significant
bearing upon a client's portfolio or individual holdings would trigger a separate review in
addition to the quarterly review.
In general, Adviser manages all its investment products using a team approach, allowing
investment strategies to be formulated and investment decisions to be made as the product
of group discussion rather than individual decision. The investment teams meet regularly
to evaluate current investments and discuss potential new investments.
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With respect to the Funds in particular, Adviser monitors the Funds for compliance with
the limitations set forth in the Prospectus and SAI, and reviews the Funds on a quarterly
basis for signs of window dressing and portfolio pumping. Apex Group, Ltd. (formerly
Atlantic Fund Administration, LLC) acts as the CCO of the DF Dent mutual funds, conducting
comprehensive annual examinations of the Funds and its portfolio managers and
conducting targeted quarterly and ongoing reviews of the Funds.
Adviser sends via U.S. mail or electronic distribution, depending on client instruction, a
quarterly report to each client (for each portfolio), unless client directs otherwise, that lists
each asset indicating cost, current market price, current market value, percent of portfolio
represented by each security based upon current market value, and current yield. The
portfolio is organized by market sector and/or industry. Adviser also includes a
performance analysis that summarizes percentage time-weighted returns for principal and
income for the total account and in each applicable sector (e.g., equities, fixed income)
versus a relevant benchmark.
Clients should receive at least quarterly statements from the broker dealer, bank or other
qualified custodian that holds and maintains clients’ investment assets. Adviser urges
clients to review carefully such statements and compare such official custodial records to
the account statements that Adviser provides to clients. Adviser’s statements may vary
from custodial statements based on accounting procedures, reporting dates, or valuation
methodologies of certain securities.
Item 14 – Client Referrals and Other Compensation
Neither Adviser nor any related person has any arrangement, verbal or in writing, whereby
someone who is not a client provides economic benefit to Adviser for providing investment
advice or other advisory services to Adviser’s clients.
In 2016, Adviser entered into a solicitor’s arrangement with a third-party firm, Stonecrest
Advisors, Inc. For its services, the third-party firm is paid a percentage of the management
fee received by Adviser from the clients or investors the third-party firm has solicited and
introduced to Adviser. As of July 2021, Stonecrest is no longer soliciting or introducing new
clients to Adviser. The solicitor’s arrangement does not affect the fees paid by any client –
i.e., no solicited client pays higher fees as a result of the solicitor’s arrangement.
In 2017, Adviser entered into a solicitor’s arrangement with the principals of Croft
Leominster, Inc. Croft is another investment adviser in Baltimore that closed its business
on December 31, 2017. Croft is not affiliated with Adviser. Under this solicitor
arrangement, Croft’s principals receive a percentage of the management fee received by
Adviser from the Croft clients that Croft referred to Adviser for a period of five years.
In 2019, Adviser entered into a solicitor’s arrangement with Timothy Higgins of Compass
Securities Corporation. Mr. Higgins and Compass Securities Corporation will be paid a
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percentage of the management fee earned by Adviser from the clients or investors Mr.
Higgins solicits or introduces to Adviser. The solicitor’s arrangement does not affect the
fees paid by any client – i.e., no solicited client pays higher fees as a result of the solicitor’s
arrangement.
Adviser does not execute transactions with any broker-dealer in exchange for promoting or
selling Adviser products, including shares of the Funds. A broker at Stifel, his family, his
late father, his family trusts, and his brokerage clients have been clients of Adviser since its
founding in 1976. The broker is employed by Stifel in St. Louis, and the broker’s accounts
are custodied at Stifel in St. Louis. Trading by Adviser in these accounts is client-directed to
Stifel as the directed broker. Orders for other accounts custodied at Stifel are also placed
with Stifel as the directed broker. Adviser may trade at Stifel in Baltimore because Stifel as
an institutional research firm and broker provides research to Adviser as noted in our Best
Execution analysis. Orders placed with Stifel for non-directed separate accounts have
always been placed there on a research value and “best execution” basis and for the
purpose of consolidating orders. This trading is not tied in any way to the broker, his family
or his clients.
In addition, Adviser may use certain equity and fixed-income research of brokerage firms
and may compensate those brokers for their research in the form of brokerage
commissions. The retail-brokers of these firms may independently decide to place their
clients in the Funds. The brokerage commissions in exchange for research are not tied in
any way to the purchase of Fund shares by the clients of the retail brokers.
Also, Adviser pays a fee to certain brokerage firms for making the Funds available to their
clients. No other compensation or exchange takes place. The Funds are also available to
investors through other platforms to which Adviser does not pay a fee.
Item 15 – Custody
To avoid being deemed to have custody of client assets, Adviser must not have signatory
power over any client’s checking account; have power to unilaterally wire funds from a
client’s account; hold any client’s securities or funds in Adviser’s name at any financial
institution; physically hold cash or securities of any client; have general power of attorney
over a client’s account; hold any client’s assets through an affiliate of Adviser where
Adviser or its employees or officers have access to advisory client assets; receive the
proceeds from the sale of client securities or interest or dividend payments made on a
client’s securities of check payable to Adviser except for advisory fees; or act as general
partner and investment adviser to any investment partnership. Adviser has none of the
above indicia of custody over client accounts. Daniel F. Dent and Thomas F. O’Neil, as
individuals, not as Adviser, serve as trustees of the Adviser’s Profit Sharing Trust (D.F. Dent
and Company, Inc. Profit Sharing Trust dtd 3/31/1976 U/A 3/31/1976 (PST)). The PST is
administered by CBIZ Benefits & Insurance Services, Inc. In addition, Thomas F. O’Neil has
signatory power over The O’Neil Family Foundation’s account, which signatory power is in
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Thomas O’Neil’s capacity as Treasurer of the Foundation, not as Adviser (see Item 7 for
more detail.)
If any employee of Adviser receives funds, securities, or other assets from a client that
might establish custody, such employee must immediately notify the Chief Compliance
Officer or his designate and arrange to return such funds, securities or other assets to the
client. Clients should receive at least quarterly statements from the broker-dealer, bank or
other qualified custodian that holds and maintains clients’ investment assets. Adviser
urges clients to review carefully such statements and compare such official custodial
records to the account statements that Adviser provides to clients. Adviser’s statements
may vary from custodial statements based on accounting procedures, reporting dates, or
valuation methodologies of certain securities.
Item 16 – Investment Discretion
Adviser receives discretionary authority from the client at the outset of an advisory
relationship to select the identity and amount of securities to be bought or sold. In all
cases, however, such discretion is to be exercised in a manner consistent with the stated
investment objectives for the particular client account as reflected in the Investment
Program (described below). In addition, if the client has not elected to direct brokerage in
its account, Adviser will have full brokerage discretion (in addition to security-selection
discretion). The Adviser evaluates the range and quality of a broker’s services in placing
trades including commission rates, confidentiality, clearance and settlement capabilities,
promptness and quality of execution and the financial stability of the broker-dealer.
When selecting securities and determining amounts, Adviser takes into account investment
policies, limitations and restrictions of the clients for which it advises, including the
Investment Program that Adviser maintains for each client. Limitations such as 25% of the
supervised portfolio in any one industry or 5% of the portfolio in any one equity at original
cost are typical in multi-cap accounts. Percentage limitations in Equities, Fixed Income and
Reserve Funds are also spelled out in this Investment Program. For registered investment
companies, Adviser’s authority to trade securities may also be limited by certain federal
securities and tax laws that favor the holding of investments once made. Investment
guidelines and restrictions must be provided to Adviser in writing (or reflected in a written
Investment Program drafted by Adviser and agreed to by client) in order for Adviser to act
in accordance with them.
Item 17 – Voting Client Securities
Adviser has discretion to vote the proxies for the majority of its accounts, including the
Funds. Proxy voting is an important right of shareholders, and reasonable care and
diligence must be undertaken to ensure that such rights are properly and timely exercised.
Adviser uses Broadridge’s ProxyEdge software system for the collection, voting and
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recordkeeping of proxies for most client accounts for which we have responsibility (i.e.,
clients who have not assumed proxy voting authority for themselves or have not given such
authority to their custodian, broker, consultant, etc.).
Adviser will vote those proxies in the best interest of its clients and the Funds’
shareholders and in accordance with these procedures and policies. Since the quality and
integrity of management is a primary factor Adviser considers when investing in an issuer,
the recommendation of the issuer’s management on any issue, particularly routine issues,
will be given substantial weight in deciding how to vote proxies. However, Adviser will not
support the position of the issuer’s management in any situation where Adviser determines
that the position is not in the best interest of Adviser’s clients. The instances in which
Adviser may vote against an issuer’s board of directors or “management” proposal will be
determined on a case-by-case basis, and Adviser’s Designated Officer will document those
instances in Adviser’s Proxy Voting file.
Adviser generally votes according to certain guidelines in its Proxy Voting Policy. Adviser
may, on occasion, vote otherwise when Adviser believes it to be in the best interest of
Adviser’s clients.
Adviser recognizes that under certain circumstances it may have a conflict of interest in
voting proxies. A conflict of interest means any circumstance in which Adviser (including
officers, directors, agents and employees) knowingly does business with, receives
compensation from, or sits on the board of, a particular issuer or closely affiliated entity,
and, therefore, may appear to have a conflict between its own interests and the interests of
shareholders in how proxies of that issuer are voted. If Adviser determines that a material
conflict of interest exists, Adviser’s Chief Compliance Officer and/or Designated Officer will
determine whether it is appropriate to disclose the conflict to the affected clients, to give
the clients an opportunity to vote the proxies themselves, or to address the voting issue
through other objective means such as voting in a manner consistent with a predetermined
voting policy or receiving an independent third-party voting recommendation.
The Designated Officer will maintain hard-copy or electronic files relating to Adviser’s
proxy voting procedures in an easily accessible place (e.g., through the ProxyEdge website).
Adviser will maintain and preserve records for at least six years from the end of the fiscal
year during which the last entry was made on a record.
Clients may obtain a copy of Adviser’s complete proxy voting policies and procedures by
contacting Compliance at 410-837-2544 or compliance@dfdent.com. Clients may contact
Adviser to obtain information from Adviser about how Adviser voted any proxies on behalf
of their account(s). In this case, Adviser will send to the client a report concerning each
voted proxy that is the subject of the client’s request consisting of (1) the name of the
issuer, (2) the proposal voted upon and (3) how Adviser voted the client’s proxy.
Regarding securities class action settlements, beginning on September 1, 2014 Adviser
began filing securities class action settlement claims on behalf of clients through the use of
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an outside service provider, Broadridge. Historically, Adviser did not actively insert itself in
the securities class action settlement process and requested that custodians act as the
intermediary for clients. Adviser’s involvement was limited to answering questions and
assisting those clients who explicitly ask for Adviser’s assistance. In an effort to be more
helpful to clients in their attempts to participate in securities class action settlements, this
new service automates the filing process and enables clients to participate in all
settlements for which they are eligible and receive the maximum amount to which they are
entitled to, less administrative fees assessed by Broadridge. In order to avoid duplicate
claims, Adviser does not file securities class action claims for those clients where the
custodian already files on the client’s behalf. Furthermore, Adviser does not files securities
class action claims for those clients who have requested to opt-out of the service.
Item 18 – Financial Information
Registered investment advisers are required in this Item to provide you with specific
financial information or disclosures about Adviser’s financial condition if that financial
condition is impaired in certain respects. On this subject, Adviser reports that it has no
financial commitment that impairs its ability to meet contractual and fiduciary
commitments to clients, and Adviser has never been the subject of a bankruptcy
proceeding.
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